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sandeep
06 October 1988 Thursday

Birth Time

07:10:00 PM

Birth Place

Delhi, India

Latitude

28.42N

Longitude

077.06E

Ayanamsa

Lahiri

Manglik Dosh

Manglik Dosh Nullified

Chandal Dosh

No

Pitra Dosh

No

vi
d

Kalsarp Dosh

No

Yes

tro

Gandmool Dosh
Angarak Dosh

hi

Birth Date

No
No

Pret Badha Dosh

No

Naag Dosh

Yes

Avsad Yog

No

Shani Sade Sati

No

Moksha Yog

No

Panch Koti Yog

Yes

As

Kendrum Dosh

Panch Mahapurush Yog
Ruchka Yog

No

Bhadra Yog

No

Hamsa Yog

No
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Malavya Yog

No

Shasha Yog

No

Gems Suggestions : Your lucky stone is Blue sapphire
which you should wear in Middle finger in Silver ring on
Saturday evening 19:30 to 20:00 of minimum 5 ratti or 4.5
Carat and your luck Sub Stone is Amethyst or Lapis Lazuli
which you should wear in middle finger in Silver or
Ashtdhatu ring of minimum 5 ratti or 4.5 carat between
19:30 to 20:00

As

tro

vi
d

hi

Rudraksh Suggestions You should wear 1 or 12 Faced
Rudraksha. Whether it is one or 12 faced Rudraksha, it is
going to help you in many ways. Where one faced
Rudraksha is supposed to be Lord Shiva himself on earth
the 12 mukhi Rudraksha is Lord Vishnu reincarnated in this
shape. This is the religious belief.
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Your Birth Chart

As
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Your Cusp Chart

Navamsa Birth Chart
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Dashamsha Birth Chart
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Dear Native
Congratulations for getting your customized horoscope report. You can
plan your life ahead accordingly and we wish you a very happy and
prosperous future. Thanks again for downloading our report.

Traits and characteristics as per your Ascendant
You are an avid reader. You like science and philosophy. You are frank,
aggressive, dominant, selfish to great extent, hardworking, and an achiever.
You like to be on top in whatever field you are. You are vibrant, bubbly and
like fashionable outfits. You like to wear bright colors. You usually possess
athletic body with good facial features. You don’t like to compromise when it

hi

is about your career or money. You can do well in administrative civil
services, police, military, state government or corporate office, business and

vi
d

sports. You like to spend thriftily. You rise in life with your own efforts.

tro

Effects of planetary position of your birth chart
Planet Sun is in Sixth house.

Sun in sixth house makes one politician so feel free to try your hand in the

As

politics and you can start from any level you wish. You will be successful
person in most of your endeavors.. You will become a very famous
personality. You do need to take care of your health as you may suffer from
some prolonged disease and risk of cardiac arrest is also there.

Planet Sun is in Virgo sign.
The native is talkative and mostly useless things you talk about. You are
good in writing and may have a weak physique. You like to gain knowledge
and share it. You are usually happy and contented people. You have
gradual progress in life. You are reserved when meeting a new person or
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new surroundings. You are a sensitive person. You like to keep away from
the limelight. You are very dedicated employees or whatever you are doing.
You like to do things perfectly and feel dissatisfied when you are not able to
do things with perfection. When you are not well you show many tantrums.
You like to do things in privacy and not share your working style and
methods with others. You are always looking for appreciation but hardly
ever show it.

Planet Moon is in Fifth house.
You are loyal, knowledgeable, god fearing person. You will worship your
deity regularly. You may also try to attain mantra siddhi.You may get a

hi

chance to serve the state by being an officer or a consultant. You have

vi
d

clarity in Your thoughts. You get happiness from Your children. You beget
land, precious gems and jewels. You are also likely to gain from

tro

speculations.

Planet Moon is in Leo sign.

As

People having the moon in Leo like to be in the spotlight but that should be
of Your family and not public, this is the case with many Leo people.
Usually, such people are not outgoing and like to be in the comfort zone.
You are a very good host and like to entertain people of Your social circle.
You like to loved and respected and get hurt badly when this does not
happen with You. You avoid public to show Your sadness because You are
too aware of Your image. People with the moon in Leo are also known for
Your righteousness and character. You don’t like to follow orders, You are a
very proud people and You do not change soon.

Planet Mars is in Twelfth house.
www.astrovidhi.com
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You may see the death of your wife. You may be sickly and selfish. You are
courageous enough to walk alone and are not at all dependent on others.
You won’t share many intimate and friendly relations around as there will be
only a few closer to you. You are very much reserved in your attitude. You
may lack self-esteem at times and may need great motivation and
inspiration to move ahead.

Planet Mars is in Pisces sign.
You are the people who are never direct in your life and you usually follow
rather than make others follow them. These natives will not try to change
things in your life and rather will let things happen. You are mostly so

hi

confused about yourself that you hardly know what you want in your lives.

vi
d

You can be tricky with people to get what you want and have ever changing
desires. You keep varying in your day to day moods and make it difficult for
others too tu understand them. You are happy only when you have a

tro

channel through which you can funnel out your bursts of emotions.

As

Planet Mercury is in Sixth house.

Mercury in sixth house makes one feared by Your enemies. You may have
setbacks in primary education. You will become a respected personality
later on, like to show off a lot. You may become quarrelsome person and
later in life you may suffer from psychological disorders.

Planet Mercury is in Virgo sign.
You like to keep a low profile but you do feel good when someone
appreciates your brain power. You like things to be in order and feel bad
when you are not. You are very good organizers, planners in short term
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duration. You work best when you already know your tasks, sudden things
distract you. You are good at grasping things but are not very deep thinkers.
You are best in handling day to day things and tasks and feel annoyed if it is
given to someone else.

Planet Jupiter is in Second house.
You will be charitable, will perform good deeds for others, you will beget a
good wife or husband you will avoid conflicts and petty issues. You will gain
wealth from the sources related to Sagittarius or Pisces signs. Your food will
have more fats. You will have adjusting nature.

hi

Planet Jupiter is in Taurus sign.

vi
d

You are many times very self-centered. Your may eat too much or may be
fond of good dining. Your are practical people and get motivated when you
see something measurable coming out from your efforts. Your do not take

tro

big risks and are more on the safer side always. Such natives are good in
dealing money matters. Your use money for real things and not just to show

As

off. Your are good in getting gains from stocks, have a knack for doing
business, and spend wisely.

Planet Venus is in Fifth house.
You will have one daughter surely. You will have many children. You will
have many friends. You may become a poet, songwriter, singer, musician,
and actor. You will get respect from the government. You will make money
in gambling, lottery, stock markets. You will be a popular person and will like
to travel a lot.

Planet Venus is in Leo sign.
www.astrovidhi.com
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In relationships, you love to be felt special and your egos pampered. You
are a loyal breed of lovers and love is what matters to them the most. You
will make one feel experienced in matters of love. You expect too much and
it is mostly to give them attention. You feel strange when you see an
indifferent behavior. Sex for them is very important ingredient but love as
such is more important to them. Usually both are inseparable for them. You
will always want to get satisfied in every manner and one has to be very
polite in communicating that you too also have emotions in you. It is better
that you decide the rendezvous for the date and you pay the bills. You can
spend a lot on show off and you like to give costly presents.

hi

Planet Saturn is in Ninth house.

vi
d

You will attain great heights in the path of education & learning and would
possess strong philosophical hold. You will be spiritual in your approach.
You will learn foreign languages. You will follow old traditions and will not

tro

accept changes easily. You may be harsh at times in your public dealings.

As

You will get more than one house in your life span.

Planet Saturn is in Sagittarius sign.
You are serious when it comes to philosophy, education and religion. You
are highly principled, believing that people earn your achievements through
hard work. Reputation is very important to you. You may not have been able
to get the education you desired, so many are self-taught to a degree.
Intellectual capability is important to you. You may be skeptical and need to
prove your theories.You are conservative, and you change only with much
resistance. You may be very narrow-minded when it comes to philosophy or
religion. You love to learn and now you have the focus you need.
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Alternatively, you can also develop tunnel vision.You may be attracted to
games of chance. You enjoy the adventure and excitement associated with
it. You are very logical. It is hard for you to appreciate the magic in a sunset
or a rainbow. You may fear you will be punished if you don't live on the
straight and narrow.

Planet Rahu is in Eleventh house.
The native goes in Navy or Army. He earns through foreign lands. He will
have diseases of the ear. He will have fewer issues. You will be acquainted
with many but will not possess very strong relations or will have only a few
of them. The malefic placement of Rahu in the eleventh house would result

hi

in the bad relationships with the father and that could even be bitter of the

Planet Ketu is in Fifth house.

vi
d

bitter.

tro

Your progeny will not prolong, You will have hyperacidity and tumors in

As

stomach. You will have inclination towards spirituality.

Effect of Rahu (North Node) and Ketu (South Node) in your life
Rahu is probably the most dreaded planet of all and the irony is that it is not
even a planet but a mere shadow. It is associated with many things and
people interpret its results variedly. No two astrologers will be giving the
same prediction usually for the same placement of Rahu or Ketu. One can
correlate with his natal chart the effects of these two in his horoscope in
houses and signs.
The native wants to reach new heights in his life and does not want to be a
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part of the enormous crowd growing day after day. There are issues related
to romance and romantic life going on with the native. The native asserts
more of himself and his wishes rather than listening to others too. Suspicion
in love matters is a peculiar trait of this position. Stomach troubles are also
associated with it. The native is not calm but aggressive and this is the
major cause of unrest in his life and his mind.

Effect of conjunction of planets in your horoscope
This combination is the most commonly occurring one. Soft spoken and
better analytical abilities are the features of the natives and you can be

hi

good actors, editors, and thinkers. Your brain will be very analytical and you

vi
d

will put your interests first and then others will be allowed.

Report for Main period of Planet Sun (Mahadasha)

tro

09 May 2014 to 08 May 2020

You will lose temper fast. You will be more intolerant. You will earn from

As

your high contacts, you may do something in the field of medicine, you may
earn from technological advances. There can be theft in your home or
office. Your marital life may not remain very good. You may suffer from eye,
spine, and dental diseases. You will not get happiness from your servants.
You may suffer from indigestion and other digestive disorders. Avoid spicy
food in this period. Cough and cold will catch you from time to time.

Report for Sub period of Planet Sun (Antar Dasha)
09 May 2014 to 26 August 2014
In this period you will be experiencing increase in your ego. You will lose
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temper fast. You will be more intolerant. You may have to travel a lot and
possible foreign travel is also there. You will earn from your high contacts,
you may do something in the field of medicine, you may earn from
technological advances. There can be enmity with you kiths and kins for
short time. There can be theft in your home or office. Your marital life may
not remain very good. There could be reason to suffer due to your father.
You may suffer from eye, spine, and dental diseases. You will not get
happiness from your servants. You may wander here and there for no
reason and waste time and money.

Report for Sub period of Planet Moon (Antar Dasha)

hi

27 August 2014 to 25 February 2015
In Sun Mahadasha (Main period) and Antara of moon you will face some

vi
d

problems related to authority. Both are benefic planets and in this period
you will gain money from your friends, relatives, wife, and women folks. You

tro

will win over enemies in your professional life. There could be theft in your
home. Your professional status will rise. You may have extramarital affair in
your work place. Your temper will be in control. Your food habits will change

As

little bit. You may suffer from anemia and dysentery in this time. There will
be many good things but inner peace will not be there for you.

Report for Sub period of Planet Mars (Antar Dasha)
26 February 2015 to 03 July 2015
The Antara of Mars will bring too much temper and ego in you. This is not
good for you. You should keep calm and listen to others also. There should
not be harsh speeches or actions from your side. You will get ahead of
others and will also try to dominate others in this period. You may suffer
from blood related issues and boils. Your professional reputation will rise
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because you will finish things in time and with better performance. You will
see some good functions happening in your family. You may buy gold and
other jewels in this time. There could be some quarrel with your relatives in
this time. You may get things done by influential government people. You
will have increased acids I your body so better you take mild diets only.

Report for Sub period of Planet Rahu (Antar Dasha)
04 July 2015 to 27 May 2016
Rahu is a malefic planet and this period is not going to be very good for you.
You will face false allegations and there will be loss of reputation. Your
prestige will fall. You may have immoral relationships with people in power

hi

and suffer due to it. There will be miscommunication in work and home and
you will be misunderstood and misquoted off and on. There could be

vi
d

financial losses. You may leave your job. You will have horrifying dreams
and there are chances of theft too in this period. Someone close to you may

tro

cheat you. You will see snakes in your dreams. People may try to harm you
using black magic. You will not feel good in your heart.

As

Report for Sub period of Planet Jupiter (Antar Dasha)
28 May 2016 to 15 March 2017
Jupiter is the most beneficial planets as said in ancient scriptures. In this
Antara you are going to get good news from your progeny. There will be
birth of a son to you. You will beget money from other sources. You will feel
happy. You will become more religious and do such deeds. You will buy
new clothes. You will befriend good people. You will obey elders and
respect traditions. Your may gain weight. Your friend circle will reach to new
places. You will think of salvation. You will do mediating between people
and console them. Your diet will have more fats and oils. You may have
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problems of digestion and liver in this period.

Report for Sub period of Planet Saturn (Antar Dasha)
16 March 2017 to 25 February 2018
Saturn Antara in Sun Mahadasha (Main period)(Main period) is not good
because they are platonic enemies. This period will give gloominess in
mind. You will not like to do things in time and will like to remain dirty and
unhygienic. You will have troubles from all sides. You friends will not
support you. Government officials will not support you. Your works will be
delayed. You will have problems in education. You may be deprived of your
loved ones. You will have to do work twice to improve your status in your

hi

professional sphere. You may suffer from dysentery and skin diseases. You
may have sexual diseases. You will lose your belongings. You will do

vi
d

immoral things to achieve your goals.

Report for Sub period of Planet Mercury (Antar Dasha)

tro

26 February 2018 to 02 January 2019

In this Antara you may face troubles from your relatives. You may have

As

minor skin related issues. You may have to see things going haywire. But
because sun and mercury are very good friends thus you will not face much
hardships. In some time you will have some good things happening for you.
You may feel uneasiness and peace of mind being disrupted at times but
you should not worry and remain focused. Financially this will be a better
period but you will have to put in hard efforts to get things moving. You mind
will be distracted many times.

Report for Sub period of Planet Ketu (Antar Dasha)
03 January 2019 to 10 May 2019
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This is a period which will bring complete reversal of the goodness and you
will face sudden upheavals in your life. Your finances and professional
growth may go for a spin. You should remain careful in this period because
you may face serious health ailments related to eyes, mouth and intestinal
ulcers, hyperacidity, teeth problems. You might be charged for something
you have not committed and this may cause disrepute to you in your work
sphere. People may cheat you or they may not fulfill their commitments.
You will have to remain vigilant with your money and investments and do
not fall for “Become a millionaire in a night” schemes.

Report for Sub period of Planet Venus (Antar Dasha)

hi

11 May 2019 to 08 May 2020
In this Antara you may face problems due to women or opposite sex

vi
d

natives. You will do travels which will be fruitless. You may suffer from
chronic fevers. You will try to mediate things but will not be successful. You

tro

may face marital disharmony. You may have problems in ear and head. You
will spend on costly things and would like to live a lavish life. You will admire

As

beauty and you may have immoral relations in this time. You will take part is
some auspicious happenings in your family. You should keep your cool and
try to maintain balance in your earning and spending in this time.

Report for Main period of Planet Moon (Mahadasha)
09 May 2020 to 08 May 2030
You will be inclined towards religion. You will suffer from diseases of urinary
tract, blood, lungs. If you are a smoker and drinker it is suggested that you
either stop completely or reduce your in-take of these. You will wish to travel
a lot and you will do a lot of travel around. You will meet new people and
make new friends. You will be very stubborn and will irritate very soon. You
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will not have patience. You should follow strict life style in this period and
maintain a good health otherwise the next Mahadasha (Main period) may
prove fatal for you. You should not be very hectic in deciding things and
should give proper thought before every decision. Try to control you
spending habits.

Report for Sub period of Planet Moon (Antar Dasha)
09 May 2020 to 09 March 2021
You will have mostly goodness in this period. You will see a rise in your
earnings and social status. You will have cooperation from government
people. You will have good friends in this period. You will buy new clothes

hi

and jewels for you and family. Your relation with your relatives and near-by
people will become good. Your interest in recreational activities and

vi
d

entertainment will increase. Your creative skills will become better. Your
health will become good and immune system will improve.

tro

Report for Sub period of Planet Mars (Antar Dasha)
10 March 2021 to 08 October 2021

As

In this period you will have problems in saving your money. Although this
will be a good period by and large but there will be difficulties adjusting with
people around you. You may have confrontations with your relatives. There
can be problems in your married life. You may have to change your place.
You may have blood and phlegm related diseases. You will get the support
when there will be dire need but otherwise authorities will be more
interested in blocking your path rather than facilitating it. There may be
disturbances in your maternal and paternal families. You may have bruises
due to minor fire accident or shard edged tools.

Report for Sub period of Planet Rahu (Antar Dasha)
09 October 2021 to 09 April 2023
www.astrovidhi.com
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Rahu is eternal enemy of moon and this is a period in which you should
remain very cautious. You will have sudden problems in your married life
and personal life if you are not married. Your professional life too will be
affected and you will be neglected by the authorities. They may turn against
you due to some misunderstanding. You will lack confidence and you will
start thinking negative about yourself and others who are close to you. You
may suffer from insomnia. You may see ugly reptiles in your dreams. There
could be theft in your home or office. You may suffer due to food poisoning.
Enemies will conspire against you and they may harm you.

Report for Sub period of Planet Jupiter (Antar Dasha)

hi

10 April 2023 to 08 August 2024
This will be a very good period for you. Moon and Jupiter together or in

vi
d

direct aspect make Gajkesari Yoga. In this period you will experience
goodness like that yoga. You may beget a son in this period. You will have

tro

increase in your self confidence. Your finances will improve. You will have
religious inclination. You may do some charities. You may join a new

As

course. Your knowledge buds will ask for more information. You may gain
weight and may suffer from over fluids in the body. Your liver and urinary
organs may have some problems. You will get desired support from
authorities.

Report for Sub period of Planet Saturn (Antar Dasha)
09 August 2024 to 09 March 2026
In this period you will not have mental peace. Your things will get delayed
and will cause a lot of frustration in you. You will become very lazy and you
will want to simple delay things yourself. If you are having a habit of morning
exercise then the routine may break in this time. Your mother may go
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through some sudden health risks. You will not gel properly with your
friends and co workers. You may use harsh and foul language from time to
time. Your social status and reputation may nosedive in this period. Thus be
calm and keep a cool head in this period. You may get addicted to many
bad habits. Your family may suffer due to your acts and you may be scolded
many times.

Report for Sub period of Planet Mercury (Antar Dasha)
10 March 2026 to 08 August 2027
This will be a fruitful period in broader sense for you. You will become more
open minded and extrovert than usual. You will have gains from your

hi

maternal family and mother too. You will have gains from friends and
relatives. You will befriend knowledgeable people and you will have

vi
d

intellectual conversations many times. You will want to show your
knowledge to your circle and you will succeed in it. You will want to know

tro

more and more about many things. You will use your internet pack more
often. You will buy things of luxury and your expenses will rise. You will do
many charities and you will become more popular in this period. You may

As

suffer from speech disorders sometimes in this period. You may get
rewarded in your professional field.

Generalized annual horoscope report for 2017
Yearly predictions
The year will begin with Saturn in Scorpio till 26th January and on 26th it will
enter into Sagittarius. It will get retrograde on 6th April and till 25th August it
will be so. It will get direct on 25th August. It will enter Scorpio on 21st June
and on 26th October it will move back into Sagittarius. Jupiter will be in
Virgo till 12th September 2017. It will get retrograde on 6th February and
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will become direct on 9th June. Rahu will be transiting Leo till 18th August
2017 and on 18th it will enter Cancer. Ketu will be in Aquarius till 18th
August and on 18th it will enter Capricorn. Venus will enter into Pisces on
27th January and it will remain therefore a long time till 31st may when it
goes into Aries. After that it has a smooth motion forward. It will retrograde
on 4th March till 15th April and will get combust from 30th April to 13th July.
I will be telling you the major things you can expect this year and problems
you may face along with the remedies which will make your life easier.
Kindly note that changes of major planets have deeper effect on native than
other planets thus they are considered firstly to judge the impact on your life
broadly. For precise study on your natal horoscope please buy our annual

vi
d

hi

horoscope service.

About your Health

tro

Health issues will be suffered most by people passing through the dasa of
Saturn,rahu and ketu. If your current dasa lord is in star of any of these
planets then also there will same hazard. The problems which will be faced

As

will be lack of activeness- lethargic attitude, negative impressions about
people, sex organ related issues, blood impurities, mental dissatisfaction.

About your Family
Till September you will feel the blessing of the benefic planet Jupiter. It will
change to Libra on 12th But till then you will have all the goodness with you.
Your family life will be very adjusting and cooperative but not with your
spouse. With your spouse, there will be disagreements and confusions.
There is a possibility that you might use abusive language too to show your
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anger and frustration. Rahu will be creating mental problems off and on.
Ketu will be causing dislike towards your spouse. The best thing to do will
be to listen more and speak less. Do not think the unthinkable and do not
say the words which might hurt other`s feelings. Words once said can never
be taken back and damage deeper than we think. There is a good chance
of an increase in your family size by way of child birth. There will be
celebrations and many good occasions between family members. After 12th
September things will start to improve between you and your spouse. There
will be slow acceptance of each other’s identity and self-respect. Saturn will
be another spoilsport for you because it will transit to your 5th bhava
causing problems in married life and relations with other people. Saturn`s

hi

transit will be bad not only for coming 2.5 years but till it reaches Aries and

vi
d

that will be after 10 years from now so if you are going through Saturn dasa
and mercury or Ketu antara then be careful and take remedial measures.

have an advantage.

tro

So people with Saturn, Rahu or Ketu dasa will be at loss and others will

As

About your Business and Finances

Business people will make self-respect progress except those with ongoing
Ketu dasa. Those with dasa except that of Rahu-Ketu-Saturn will do well.
Avoid the time when Venus is combust, to star new things or investing.
Saturn will be in the 5th house which will ensure failures of investments so
keep away from them. Rahu will also transit to 12th bhava in august, thus it
will be good that you do not risk your savings or bank loans and keep doing
steadily what you were doing and wait for a better time. There is a long wait
from this year for many of you to taste success.
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About your Career
Venus is your 10th house lord. It will be wasting time till 31st may due to its
retrogression and combustion it will become correct after 13th Natives with
Jupiter dasa will have good time and also due to ketu dasa there will be
progress in carreer. Those with Saturn dasa or antara will face negative
vibes in their career span. In august, Rahu-Ketu will change signs. That
time will be important for career changes. Those looking for a change
should try at that time.

About your Married Life

hi

Saturn is a planet which doesn`t give concession to its own signs also and
he is aspecting your 7th house in transit. Married people will not be having a

vi
d

good time. After 12th September things will become less bad. You may
have to witness miscarriage if you are expecting this year. Saturn is placed

As

peace.

tro

perfectly to give separation or divorce in your lives that too by force and not

Recommended Gemstones for this year
You should wear a Yellow sapphire this year to boost your career
possibilities. You can also wear energized opal, a talisman for Rahu-Ketu if
you are having their dasas.

Recommended Vedic Remedies
You should recite "Aditya Hriday Stotra", "Hanuman Chalisa" and
"Kanakdhaara Stortra", "Shree Suktam" to maintain peace of mind. You
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should wear "1 mukhi rudraksha" in red or yellow thread this year.

Generalized annual horoscope report for 2018
Yearly predictions
The year will begin with Jupiter in Libra, Saturn in Sagittarius, Rahu in
Cancer and Ketu in Capricorn, Mars this year will be hanging in Capricorn
from 2nd May to 6th November and will be retrograding from 27th June to
28th August. Every alternate year Mars does this so this is nothing new.
This will be the broad planetary picture of 2018.

hi

About your Health

vi
d

Gastric troubles will be there, from acute to minor ones. Shoulder and
muscular pains will keep happening. These are the things which will trouble

About your Family

tro

you most likely.

As

Family matters are not going to give you peace of mind. Rather they may
prove to be the main source of discontent which will start filling in you. You
may have some disagreements with your maternal uncles. You will see
tensions sprouting of common things but it will take long to settle down.
There could be some issues with your grandparents.

About your Business and Finances
Business people will have normal year. Things will be usual as such with no
big surprises. You should keep away from stocks and lending money to
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someone. Do not go for partnerships or JV`s as it is not going to be of any
good outcome. You may be cheated in JV`s. Things will be moving slowly
but firmly. Results of your efforts will start to come but with considerable
delays. You will manage things somehow in time. Mental stress will be there
for no logical reason.

About your Career
This year you will be facing delays in your career growth. There will be lack
of performance from your side. Though you will be trying your best and in
some months you will be having a big smile but the overall picture tells that
you will be on the losing side by the end of the year. Months from May to

hi

November will give you many ups and downs. You may shift your company

vi
d

in this period. You will develop many professional contacts in this period but

tro

they will not be of much use. You will become popular outside of your circle.

About your Married Life

As

Saturn is a planet which doesn`t give concession to its own signs also and
he is aspecting your 7th house in transit. Married people will not be having
good time. After 11th October things will become much worse. You may
have to witness miscarriage if you are expecting this year. Saturn is placed
perfectly to give separation or divorce in your lives that too by force and not
peace.

Recommended Gemstones for this year
Yellow Sapphire is the stone which will be best for you this year.

Recommended Vedic Remedies
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Fast on every Saturday and Tuesday. Saturn and Mars need to be
appeased seriously this year. Donate blood on any Tuesday. Recite "Shani
Stotra" and "Raam Raksha Stotra" daily. Feed cows and give yellow clothes
to old Brahmins. Wear a "5 and 9 Mukhi Rudraksha" combination this year.

We hope our report will be very handy for your day to day life and major
decisions. Feel free to consult our experienced astrologers in case you have

As

tro

vi
d

hi

any queries and we will be happy to help you out.
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Sample Birth Chart for your understanding

How to read your Horoscope:
Dear Reader,
This is a Vedic astrology horoscope and please read below to know how to

hi

read your predictions.
As you are aware there are 12 houses and 9 planets and 12 signs which

vi
d

are the basis of Hindu Vedic Astrology since thousands of years. The
numbers which are marked in brown denote houses of horoscope and this

tro

is universally static. The Vedic horoscope will be same across the globe and
the house arrangement remains the same i.e. from 1 to 12 anticlockwise.

As

The universe is always in motion and so are the signs and precisely this is
why the 12 signs keep changing the houses along with planets. The
numbers marked in blue are the 12 signs which never remain steady. There
are 9 planets which are placed in these signs and houses at the time of birth
and the combination of these three gives the clues to the astrologers about
your future. There are many other things for sure but this is the core basic of
Vedic Astrology.
The significations of houses:
All the 12 houses have many fold significations and below it is explained in
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brief, what to see from which house:
First House : Self, Body, Physique, Respect
Second House: Family, Food, Bank balance, face
Third

House:

Younger

Brothers

and

sisters,

Short

Travels,

Communications, negotiations
Fourth House: Education, Mother, heart, Vehicle, Land, fields
Fifth House: Progeny, Intellect, Speculation, Mantra Siddhi, Past life
Sixth House: Enemies, Debts, Health
Seventh House: Marriage, Business, Business partners, Foreign travels
Eighth House: Life span, hidden money, Research, Occult, Nature of

hi

Death
Ninth House: Luck, Father, Long Travels, Higher Education

vi
d

Tenth House: Work, Social life, Respect in society, fame
Eleventh House: Friends, Fulfillment of desire, Elder Brothers, Favors

tro

Twelfth House: Hospitalization, Expenses, Bed pleasures, Secrecy
These were the things which are denoted by each house. Like houses,

As

signs also are having a fixed sequence but they keep changing their place
in the zodiac and so they fall in different houses at time of birth. Now read
the significations of signs i.e. what each sign denotes:
Aries: Fire, Fire department, Brain, Mud, Blood, Arms, Army,
Engineering
Taurus: Throat, teeth, Nose, Wine, Beer, fruits, Scent
Gemini: lungs, breathing, Nerves, press, printing, radio, telephone
Cancer: Breast, Chest, Blood, Digestion, water tanks, sea, rivers
Leo: Heart, immunity, bones, wheat, rice, food grains, gold
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Virgo: Stomach, Digestion, Teaching, Accounts, Medical
Libra: Womb, Urinary tract, sperms, waist, Beauty products, decoration,
paintings, photos, milk products
Scorpio: Vagina, anus, Poisons, chemicals, explosives, ground nuts,
petrochemicals
Sagittarius: Law, philosophy, Religion, Fats, oils, cashew nuts,
almonds, air planes etc
Capricorn: Joints, bones, skin, cold drinks, freezers, Air conditioners,
cement etc
Aquarius: Ear, legs, wool, airplanes, small ships, bridges, pumps

agencies, yoga and spirituality

hi

Pisces: Salt, fishes, submarines, pearls, passport offices, international

can read in brief about them:

vi
d

In the same way, the 9 planets have their own significations and blow you

Sychophancy

tro

Ketu: Maternal Grand Father, Gossips, Cheating, Wrong doings,

As

Venus: Wife, Vehicles, Costly Things, Sex life, Clothes, Urinary Tract
Sun: Soul, Father, Power, Money, Eyes, Heart
Moon: Mind, Mother, Wealth, Popularity, romance
Mars: Courage, Diseases, Brothers, Army, Fights
Rahu: Paternal Grandfather, Insects, Occult, Low people, Troubles
Jupiter: Liver, Progeny, Wealth, Family, Morality, Fat
Saturn: Sadness, Life span, Death, Accidents, Troubles, Misfortune
Mercury: Maternal Uncle, wit, humor, communication, commerce,
internet, analytical ability
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Western astrology uses Neptune, Pluto, and Uranus also in their readings
but Vedic astrology does not give them recognition. Recently, they have
been out ruled to be planets by NASA also.
Dear user these were the significations and the method about how to read
your horoscope.
If you have any query or suggestions please call +91 9015 610 389 to

As

tro

vi
d

hi

consult with our astrologers.
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